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I. Challenges
 Restricted access to knowledge, resources and means of
production leads to social imbalances, weak societal
participation and economic dependencies (e.g. developing
countries)
 Alienation from value creation activities through specialization
of work results in lacking sustainable consciousness
 Depletion of (fossil) resources and ecological footprint call
for new approaches regarding sustainable developents

II. Interdisciplinary Research Approach
 Study new value creation patterns (Bottom-up economics)
 Benchmark existing open production sites
 Describe technological, economic, and cultural requirements
 Develop appropriate technologies
 Set up culturally embedded and adaptable educational concept

IV. OpenLabs Concept

Pillar 1: Network & Collaboration

 Community-operated, self-organizing and open workshops
based on collaboration, knowledge sharing, and open source
principles
 Places for social interaction, learning, experimenting and
innovating free of hierarchy
 Worldwide network of distributed open source microfactories
enabled via ICT
 Embedded in a socio-ecological and cultural context
 Adaptable education and training concept
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Pillar 2: Production
 Based on the FabLab concept and open source hardware
 Replicability of tools, machines and workshops
 Robust, modular, and cheap technologies
 OS hardware, design software and operating systems
 Flexibility and adaptability of machines
 Standardized machines, parts and products

Pillar 3: Education & Training

III. Our Goal
 Increase (societal) participation in value creation activities
 Reduce the need of resources (local sourcing, recycling etc.)
 Enable bottom-up and user-centered (frugal) innovations
 Empower independent, self-organized and collaborating local
communities
 Include local communites and workshops in a virtual global
network of value creation and knowledge sharing
 Foster overall sustainable development

Micro-level
 Regional and global networking embedded in local socioeconomic and cultural structures (agriculture, energy, resources,
education, irrigation etc.)
Meso- and Macro-level
 Global network to integrate creativity, cooperation, and specific
knowledge regarding business models, machines, and processes

Cultural & Regional Context
Theory of distributed and open value creation
(Bottom-up economics)

 Communities of practice to support other OpenLabs
 Share and exchange knowledge and experiences
 Assistance via wikis, FAQ, live-chats etc.
 Problem-oriented teach-and-learn arrangements
 Foster technological literacy
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